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National Private Hire & Taxi Association (NPHTA) 

Irish Taxi Drivers Federation (ITDF) 

Taxi Alliance of Ireland (TAI) 

Taxi Tiomanai Na hEireann (TTNH) 

Submission to covid19 committee  

Introduction: 

This is a Joint Submission Whilst the above independent groups have previously had different 

priorities. We fell it imperative we unite for driver’s welfare at this time. The Small Public Service 

Vehicle (SPSV) industry has been decimated and almost all who qualified for pandemic payments 

continue to receive them. 

The above groups are made up a membership of Small Public Service Licence holders throughout 

Ireland including major cities and smaller towns and villages. The spsv industry is made up of 

approximately 20,000 vehicles 90% are Taxi, the rest Hackney or Limousine. There are approximately 

26,000 qualified holders of spsv licences. We are representing over 13,000 SPSV drivers. We 

welcome the opportunity to submit directly to the covid19 committee as we believe that drivers 

operating within the spsv industry are being overlooked and not sufficiently supported by the Dept. 

of Transport and National Transport Authority during this pandemic. The effects of this pandemic 

are unprecedented and the consequences to our industry unknown. We will need ongoing direct 

support from government to ensure viability for the twenty thousand vehicle licence holders and 

their families presently depending on driving a taxi to make a living while providing this integral part 

of public transport services. Indirectly many thousands depend on the SPSV industry. 

SPSV is not only an integral part of the transport system it is essential. It is the only door to door 

public transport servicing Airports, Hospitals, train stations, Sports events, Business, Communities, 

Tourism and those with special needs and requirements. We rely on each other for success. The spsv 

fleet includes over two thousand seven hundred Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAV). Our industry 

is facing many challenges including financial and practical. We have been a positive contributor to 

the overall economy and the only section of public transport to positively contribute financially into 

the NTA. Circa €5 million on licence renewal each year. 

WHAT IS NEEDED   

Government should immediately stop the issuing of new licences until demand 

for SPSV reverts to near normal. Directive to NTA required. 

GRANTS be Provided.  Drivers regularly upgrade and change vehicles they also have fixed 

costs the highest usually insurance. Ranging from €2500 --- €10000.  Now with little or no work and 

the Lack of income for the coming months drivers will be prevented from borrowing for major 

repairs and most likely default on car loan repayments. Without grants drivers could resort to money 

lenders possibly illegal which will inevitably create further hardship. 



Step down Covid19 payments allowing subsidised driving income and time to investigate 

how Drivers can survive in the changing industry. Drivers are scared to sign of covid payment and 

restart work at this time. 

 Extend vehicle age Limits.  Extend age by two years for all vehicles in the industry until 

economy levels. Review this when economy levels off. A Lack of steady income prevents change or 

upgrade of vehicle.  

Introduce A Buy Back Scheme or Allow Transferability This would give drivers 

already renting in the industry an opportunity to buy their own licence.  There is a Financial barrier 

to exiting our industry and indications are older or vulnerable drivers would retire if their investment 

into the taxi industry could be recouped or they could give their licence to a family member. Transfer 

of licence or buy back would give Financial support to exit. Possibly Clear a car loan etc. 
Implement Fare increase:  NTA carried out a fare review 2019 and recommended a fare 

increase of 4.5%. This should be implemented asap and costs relating to reprogramming and sealing 

of meter be borne by NTA 

Cashless payments: To provide cashless payments comes at a cost to drivers and was to be 

included in fare increase January 2020. NTA could provide machinery and cover costs of all 

transactions to encourage use of credit card technology or allow drivers add cost of transaction onto 

fare as was done before. 

Government Transport Contracts re schools. Hospitals and rural link be made available to 

taxi drivers. To obtain such contracts Garda vetting should be enhanced urgently for all SPSV drivers 

showing clearly, they qualify to carry vulnerable people and children Vetting needs to be in Place 

prior to schools reopening. 

 Promote Using SPSV  Kick start our industry with national advertising campaign.  

Grants to other Business and Enterprises should incorporate a percentage to be used on 

SPSV and other public transport services. Tax incentive to taxi users. 

All Future events that require permission from city council should include a requirement and 

provision for Taxi Stands either temporary or permanent prior to sanctioning event. 

SPSV NCT and Suitability Tests be made a priority and completed at no cost to the driver. 

These tests are carried out in the same place at different times. This should be streamlined and 

completed at the same time. 

Face Masks or visors be compulsory for all using taxis to help prevent a second wave of covid. 

Resolve Rickshaw problem. Publish results and Implementation of Rickshaw public 

consultation 

Covid Committee We need your support. Our families need your support. 

THANK YOU On behalf of The Above 

Jim Waldron 



Spokesperson NPHTA 
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